
WRVO LOCAL ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST - April 2020

Program Key: Category Key:
ME: Morning Edition (weekdays 5am - 10am) AG: Agriculture ENVIRON: Environment
ATC: All Things Considered (weekdays 4pm - 7pm) ARTS: Arts HEALTH: Health
WESAT: Weekend Edition Saturday (Saturdays 8am - 10am) UPECON: Upstate Economy POL&GOV: Politics & Government
WESUN: Weekend Edition Sunday (Sundays 8am - 11am) ED: Education REGCOV: Regional Coverage
CC: Campbell Conversations (Saturdays 6:30a - 7a / Sundays 6p - 6:30p) ELEX: Elections
Web: On-line post at wrvo.org ENERGY: Energy

Air Date Program Length Reporter Category Description

4/1/2020 ME/WEB 1:10 Smith REGCOV Onondaga County Officials give update on coronavirus cases
4/1/2020 ME/WEB 1:15 Horning REGCOV St. Lawrence Seaway opens for the spring, despite calls for a delay over high water levels on Lake Ontario
4/1/2020 ME/WEB 4:14 DeWitt POL&GOV State Lawmakers have a budget deal, legalized marijuana is not included in the agreement

4/2/2020 ME/WEB 1:29:00 Magnarelli/Smith REGCOV As coronavirus cases rise, and people are at home, officials say it's a good time to complete the US Census
4/2/2020 ME/WEB 1:07 Abbott REGCOV The CNY Diaper Bank has a greater need for donations during the pandemic
4/2/2020 ME/WEB 1:02 Magnarelli REGCOV After dropping fares due to the pandemic, officials ask people to stop 'joyriding' on Centro buses
4/2/2020 ME/WEB 3:41 DeWitt POL&GOV More on the state budget, which hasn't passed yet, but lawmakers continue to pass bills
4/2/2020 ME/WEB 4:07 Horning REGCOV Despite being closed due to the pandemic businesses in CNY continue to operate "virtually"

4/7/2020 ME/WEB 1:28 Magnarelli REGCOV The FOod Bank of CNY has seen a huge increase in orders from the regional food pantries it serves
4/7/2020 ME/WEB 1:00 Smith REGCOV Onondaga County officials say dat shows a little hope as the rate of infections starts to slow slightly
4/7/2020 ME/WEB 1:37 WXXI REGCOV Lake Ontario remains high this spring and water levels are expected to continue to rise

4/8/2020 ME/WEB 1:27 Magnarelli/Smith REGCOV Cases of coronavirus around the state and region continue to rise. Onondaga County officials close public and private golf courses
4/8/2020 ME/WEB 1:28 Horning REGCOV Upstate officials aren;t happy with the governor's order that would allow the state to take unused ventilators for downstate hospitals
4/8/2020 ME/WEB 3:47 DeWitt POL&GOV As deaths statewide from COVID-19 rise, the number of hospitalizations drops slightly
4/8/2020 ME/WEB 4:00 Riecke REGCOV Cities in New York with colleges could lose out on funding if students who live off campus don't list their college address on the census

4/9/2020 ME/WEB 1:19 Abbott HEALTH Nurses from Upstate University Hospital in Syracuse will go to Long Island to help with COVID cases there
4/9/2020 ME/WEB 1:24 Magnarelli REGCOV The city of Syracuse is facing a $6 million loss in sales tax revenue because of the coronavirus
4/9/2020 ME/WEB 1:03 Smith POL&GOV Gov. Cuomo says all voters n the state will be allowed to vote by mail in the June 23 primary

4/10/2020 ME/WEB 2:08:00 Magnarelli HEALTH The 211 call center that helps connect people with basic needs has seen a big jmp in calls during the pandemic
4/10/2020 ME/WEB 2:10 Abbott/Smith HEALTH Cases of COVID-19 continue to increase around the region and the state saw a record number of people die in the last day from the disease
4/10/2020 ME/WEB 3:37 DeWitt POL&GOV New York saw the highest number of daily deaths from COVID-19 in the last day

4/13/2020 ME/WEB 1:23 Abbott HEALTH Upstate university Hospital has been testing patients for the coronavirus in its own lab, meaning tests come back much faster
4/13/2020 ME/WEB 1:24 Smith HEALTH Gov. Cuomo says there are some signs that the coronavirus infection rate in the state is starting to level off
4/13/2020 ME/WEB 3:16 Dewitt HEALTH Gov. Cuomo visited a nursing home as tht total number of people who have died from the coronavirus tops 9,000

4/14/2020 ME/WEB 1:37 Magnarelli REGCOV As deaths from coronavirus increase Onondaga County officials see some positive trends
4/14/2020 ME/WEB :55 Abbott REGCOV Volunteers in one of the poorest neighborhoods in Syracuse are trying to prevent the spread of the coronavirus
4/14/2020 ME/WEB 3:08 DeWitt POL&GOV The governors of NY and several other states will form a task force on how to reopen in the wake of the coronavirus

4/15/2020 ME/WEB 2:25 DeWitt POL&GOV Gov. Cuomo tried to tamp down a war of words with President Trump
4/15/2020 ME/WEB 1:12 Magnarelli HEALTH Syracuse Mayor Ben Walsh says he won't risk police safety to enage with those who won't comply with social distancing

4/16/2020 ME/WEB 2:13 Abbott HEALTH Quarantining during a pandemic brings new challenges to those who care for people with alzheimers



4/16/2020 ME/WEB :35 Magnarelli POL&GOV Rep. Katko says it will be important to allow small business owners to get financial help from the pandemic
4/16/2020 ME/WEB 1:25 Magnarelli/Smith HEALTH As cases of coronavirus continue to rise in Onondaga County, one town in the county still has no cases
4/16/2020 ME/WEB 3:42 DeWitt POL&GOV Gov. Cuomo issues an executive order requiring every New Yorker to wear a mask when out in public when social distancing isn't possible

4/17/2020 ME/WEB 1:04 Abbott HEALTH Bood plasma from recovered COVID-19 patients is being given to people still sick with the disease
4/17/2020 ME/WEB 1:15 Smith HEALTH Onondaga County will start testing all nursing home employees for the coronavirus
4/17/2020 ME/WEB 2:09:00 WSKG HEALTH Guidelines for funerals during the pandemic suggest people shouldn't touch the body, but which makes things difficult for funeral directors
4/17/2020 ME/WEB 3:57 DeWitt POL&GOV Gov. Cuomo extended the stay at home order until May 15
4/17/2020 ME/WEB 3:05 Riecke REGCOV AAA recommends starting your car every few days, even if you're stuck at home, to make sure it's running ok

4/18/2020 CC/WEB 4:00 CAMPBELL POL&GOV Conversation with author Nick Sarantakes about the history of athletes visiting the White House

4/20/2020 ME/WEB 1:15 Abbott REGCOV Survey of business leaders in CNY shows every part of the regional economy has been affected by COVID-19
4/20/2020 ME/WEB 1:05 Abbott HEALTH This is the time of year when allgeries start to become an issue for people, but some are concerned because allergies resemble COVID-19
4/20/2020 ME/WEB 3:42 DeWitt POL&GOV The state legislature's break is over and lawmakers were supposed to be back in Albnay, but coronavirus is keeping them away from the capitol

4/21/2020 ME/WEB 2:08 Abbott/Smith HEALTH New York appears to be on the downside of the curve of coronavirus cases, and state and local officials are starting to talk about how to reopen
4/21/2020 ME/WEB 1:32 Magnarelli REGCOV With dairy farmers struggling to sell their milk, some dairy co-ops are holding giveaways to give people free milk
4/21/2020 ME/WEB 3:31 DeWitt POL&GOV Gov. Cuomo says he's considering easing restrictions on elective surgeries in some parts of the state

4/22/2020 ME/WEB 1:20 Abbott REGCOV Onondaga County officials are starting to play offense agains COVID-19, even as deaths continue to climb
4/22/2020 ME/WEB 1:25 Abbott ENVIRO On the 50th anniversary of Earth Day activists say now is a good time to reflect on how we are treating the planet

4/23/2020 ME/WEB 2:10 Magnarelli ED School officials are concerned that a 20% cut to budgets, like Gov. Cuomo suggested, would be devastating
4/23/2020 ME/WEB 1:13 Abbott REGCOV Homeless advocates are still helping people living on the streets during the pandemic
4/23/2020 ME/WEB 3:11:00 DeWitt HEALTH Gov. Cuomo says former NYC Mayor Michael Bloomberg will help create a testing and contact tracing system to help the state reopen

4/24/2020 ME/WEB 1:25 Magnarellli POL&GOV At a bipartisan town hall, Rep. John Katko and Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand say funding should be sent to states to help recover from the pandemic
4/24/2020 ME/WEB :58 Smith POL&GOV Syracuse Mayor Ben Walsh says he's disappointed the most recent economic relief package did not contain any funding for local governments
4/24/2020 ME/WEB 3:33:00 DeWitt POL&GOV Gov. Cuomo will open an investigation into the state's nursing homes that may have violated rules on how to care for COVID-19 pateints

4/25/2020 CC/WEB 4:00 CAMPBELL ARTS Conversation with Phil Memmer, director of the YMCA's Downtown Writer's Center in Syracuse

4/27/2020 ME/WEB 1:23 Smith POL&GOV Gov. Cuomo says the number of deaths in the state is dropping, but still high. he also offered a broad outline for reopening
4/27/2020 ME/WEB 1:03 Abbott POL&GOV Rep. Anthony Brindisi is calling on the Federal government to give NYS its fair share of PPP funding
4/27/2020 ME/WEB 3:17 DeWitt ENVIRO The state's plastic bag ban is on hold until June because of the pandemic
4/27/2020 ME/WEB 4:01 Riecke ARTS Summer Theatre programs are starting to cancel their seasons because of the pandemic

4/28/2020 ME/WEB 3:52 Horning REGCOV Nonprofits in CNY like museums and zoos are looking for ways to stay afloat without opening their doors
4/28/2020 ME/WEB 4:09 DeWitt POL&GOV Gov. Cuomo says unless there is another federal bailout for states, he will have to cut spending by 10 billion dollars
4/28/2020 ME/WEB 1;26 Magnarelli REGCOV The city of Syracuse is looking at a $30 million revenue shortfall due to the pandemic
4/28/2020 ME/WEB 1:07 Abbott/Smith HEALTH As numbers of cases & hospitalizations slowly improve in Onondaga Co., officials say people who want an antibody test should call their doctor

4/29/2020 ME/WEB 2:11 Abbott HEALTH Elective surgeries in CNY are okayed by Gov. Cuomo but hospitals say they won't be able to start up again for weeks
4/29/2020 ME/WEB 2:29 DeWitt HEALTH Gov. Cuomo says laid out more details about how to reopen, and says the state fair is unlikely to happen this year
4/29/2020 ME/WEB 1:21 Abbott REGCOV Colleges aroung the region are holding virtual open houses, with campuses closed because of the pandemic

4/30/2020 ME/WEB 2:07 Magnarelli REGCOV Local farms are turning unused milk into cheese and other dairy products and giving it to local food banks
4/30/2020 ME/WEB 1:26 WXXI REGCOV IJC is optiistic there won't be flooding along the Lake Ontario shoreline this year
4/30/2020 ME/WEB 2:18 DeWitt HEALTH Gov. Cuomo says counties with low COVID-19 infection rates can resume elective surgeries



WRVO LOCAL ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST - May 2020

Program Key: Category Key:
ME: Morning Edition (weekdays 5am - 10am) AG: Agriculture ENVIRON: Environment
ATC: All Things Considered (weekdays 4pm - 7pm) ARTS: Arts HEALTH: Health
WESAT: Weekend Edition Saturday (Saturdays 8am - 10am) UPECON: Upstate Economy POL&GOV: Politics & Government
WESUN: Weekend Edition Sunday (Sundays 8am - 11am) ED: Education REGCOV: Regional Coverage
CC: Campbell Conversations (Saturdays 6:30a - 7a / Sundays 6p - 6:30p) ELEX: Elections
Web: On-line post at wrvo.org ENERGY: Energy

Air Date Program Length Reporter Category Description

5/1/2020 ME/WEB 1:20 Magnarelli POL&GOV Reps. Katko and Stefanik named to White House Task Force for Reopening the Economy
5/1/2020 ME/WEB 1:25 Abbott HEALTH Hospitals are seeing fewer patients coming to emergency rooms for suspected heart attacks, worrying specialists

5/2/2020 CC/WEB 28:00 CAMPBELL ARTS Four local writers read/perform their work

5/4/2020 ME/WEB 1:11 Magnarelli REGCOV Gov. Cuomo announces that schools would remain closed and remote instruction would continue for the rest of the academic year
5/4/2020 ME/WEB 2:14 Abbott REGCOV Local businesses are starting to come up with plans for reopening

5/5/2020 ME/WEB 1:30 Magnarelli REGCOV Local nonprofits are hoping to use special Giving Tuesday event to help during the pandemic
5/5/2020 ME/WEB 1:29 Abbott POL&GOV Rep. Anthony Brindsi says more funding needs to go to local governments in next congressional relief package
5/5/2020 ME/WEB :43 Smith REGCOV More than 100 cases of COVID-19 have been found at a Madison County farm
5/5/2020 ME/WEB 3:47 DeWitt POL&GOV Gov. Cuomo says some upstate regions could start to reopen May 15

5/6/2020 ME/WEB 1:33 Abbott REGCOV More than 120 cases of COVID-19 have now been found at a large farm in Madison County
5/6/2020 ME/WEB 1:18 Abbott REGCOV Car dealers have gotten permission to begin in-person car sales again, with restrictions
5/6/2020 ME/WEB 3:47 DeWitt HEALTH The number of deaths in NY from COVID-19 is slowly dropping, but nursing home deaths remain problematic

5/7/2020 ME/WEB 2:12 Magnarelli HEALTH There have been 19 deaths from COVID-19 at Onondaga County Nursing homes, while the county proactively tests workers
5/7/2020 ME/WEB 1:29 Magnarelli REGCOV Syracuse Common Councilors passed the 2020-2021 budget, using $9 million of its reserve fund
5/7/2020 ME/WEB 3:32 DeWitt POL&GOV New York's Presidential Primary is back on after a judge ruled canceling it was unconstitutional

5/8/2020 ME/WEB 1:11 Abbott HEALTH The number of deaths in Onondaga County from COVID-19 jumped dramatically after the state added 19 more from nrusing homes
5/8/2020 ME/WEB 1:25 Magnarelli REGCOV Sen. Schumer says VA centers don't have adequate PPE to treat patients
5/8/2020 ME/WEB 3:11 DeWitt POL&GOV Business owners are trying to figure out how to reopen safely after May 15

5/9/2020 ME/WEB 28:00 CAMPBELL ARTS Conversation with Gretchen Sorin about African American travel in the mid 20th century

5/11/2020 ME/WEB 1:32 Abbott REGCOV Manufacturers say they are ready to ramp up operations when the state allows regions to begin reopening
5/11/2020 ME/WEB 1:11 Smith REGCOV Gov. Cuomo says some regions can begin opening this week, and Onondaga County Exec. Ryan McMahon says CNY is ready
5/11/2020 ME/WEB :52 Smith HEALTH Gov. Cuomo says the state is going to crack down on nursing homes that don't follow state guidelines on COVID-19

5/12/2020 ME/WEB 3:36 DeWitt HEALTH Gov. Cuomo says three regions of the state have qualified to reopen, CNY not among them yet
5/12/2020 ME/WEB 1:30 Magnarelli REGCOV Onondaga County Executive Ryan Mcmahon says the CNY region will meet all guidelines for reopening this week
5/12/2020 ME/WEB :48 Abbott HEALTH 1,000 CNY families will be getting boxes of food this week from the CNY Food Bank, in partnership with NYS
5/12/2020 ME/WEB 1:09 Abbott REGCOV Economists think New York's unemplyment rate could be as high as 14%

5/13/2020 ME/WEB 2:09 DeWitt POL&GOV Gov. Cuomo is urging Congress to include money for local governments in the next relief package
5/13/2020 ME/WEB 1:21 Abbott HEALTH Onondaga County Executive Ryan McMahon is confident the CNY region will be given the okay to begin reopening this week
5/13/2020 ME/WEB :55 Smith POL&GOV Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand says with the reopening of schools uncertain, more families need help with remote schooling



5/14/2020 ME/WEB 2:10 Magnarelli REGCOV Retailers in CNY prepare to reopen, but there will be many restrictions, something store owners say will take some getting used to
5/14/2020 ME/WEB 2:22 Dewitt HEALTH The north country has been given the okay to begin reopening Friday, but CNY is still not cleared
5/14/2020 ME/WEB 1:47 Smith REGCOV CNY says it is ready to begin reopening, even though the state hasn't given the okay yet
5/14/2020 ME/WEB 4:10 Dewitt POL&GOV The state legislature held a public hearing online on the impact of COVID-19 on small businesses

5/15/2020 ME/WEB 1:37 Abbott REGCOV Gov. Cuomo announces that the CNY region has been cleared to begin reopening today
5/15/2020 ME/WEB 3:55 DeWitt HEALTH Five regions of the state are now eligible to begin phase one of reopening
5/15/2020 ME/WEB 1:29 Horning REGCOV Construction is one industry ramping up today, but it may take awhile before it's back to business as usual

5/16/2020 CC/WEB 28:00 CAMPBELL POL&GOV Conversation with NYS Sen. Rachel May (D-Syracuse) about Albany politics, and the legislature's response to the pandemic

5/18/2020 ME/WEB 2:11 Magnarelli REGCOV Each region of the state has a "control room" to review how the region's reopening is going
5/18/2020 ME/WEB 1:27 Horning REGCOV More businesses will begin to reop over the next few weeks, but they will have to satisfy certain state regulations

5/19/2020 ME/WEB 1:41 Abbott REGCOV Amazon is announced as the tenant of a large, $350 million distribution center in Clay
5/19/2020 ME/WEB 1:56 Abbott HEALTH Officials say more funding is needed for mental health services in light of the pandemic
5/19/2020 ME/WEB 4:21 DeWitt HEALTH Religious leaders around the state are asking the governor to allow them to reopen sooner than phase 4

5/20/2020 ME/WEB 1:26 Abbott HEALTH St. Joseph's Hospital in Syracuse is one of 16 statewide to start a trial increasing visitations
5/20/2020 ME/WEB 1:23 Abbott HEALTH Cornell Cooperative Extension is giving masks and hand sanitizer to farmers and farm workers to keep them safe as the growing season begins
5/20/2020 ME/WEB 3:19 DeWitt POL&GOV Gov. Cuomo has 10 days before he has to make some big decisions about the state's $14 billion budget deficit

5/21/2020 ME/WEB 2:12 Abbott HEALTH NYS will allow religious gatherings of < 10 people starting today, but the restrictions make it unlikely many churches will be able to take part
5/21/2020 ME/WEB 2:11 Magnarelli REGCOV Hair and nail salons are planning out their reopenings, even though the state has provided no guidance for them yet
5/21/2020 ME/WEB 3:50 NCPR REGCOV More and more summer camps in the north country are closing for the summer because of the pandemic

5/22/2020 ME/WEB 1:35 Abbott REGCOV Syracuse Catholic Diocese affirms decision to merge 5 churches in Oswego, but will keep St. mary's open for other purposes
5/22/2020 ME/WEB 1:28 Horning REGCOV City of Watertown has to make budget cuts due to the pandemic
5/22/2020 ME/WEB 3:15 DeWitt HEALTH Memorial Day weeekend begins with state beaches opening and other tentative steps to restart the economy

5/23/2020 CC/WEB 28:00 CAMPBELL POL&GOV Conversation with Rep. John Katko (R-Camillus) on the federal government's response to the pandemic

5/25/2020 ME/WEB 1:21 Smith HEALTH Gov. Cuomo says the daily number of deaths from COVID-19 continues to drop, & some sports teams can start training camps in NY if they want
5/25/2020 ME/WEB 1:31 Magnarelli REGCOV Onondaga County has started to reopen some county attractions for Memorial Day
5/25/2020 ME/WEB 4:17 DeWitt POL&GOV State Assembly and Senate plan to convene to pass legislation for the first time in six weeks

5/26/2020 ME/WEB 1:14 Smith HEALTH Gov. Cuomo says hospitalizations are up in CNY and the Finger Lakes, which both reopened for phase one a week ago
5/26/2020 ME/WEB 1:26 Horning REGCOV Officials at colleges and universities across the region are trying to plan for a fall semester despite an uncertain future

5/27/2020 ME/WEB 1:33 Abbott/Smith HEALTH Onondaga Co. preparing for Phase 2 of reopening; some hospitalized from COVID-19 are nursing home residents F71well enough to go home
5/27/2020 ME/WEB 1:27 Abbott REGCOV A tech company based in Syracuse has developed technology to disinfect large areas like arenas and stadiums using drones

5/28/2020 ME/WEB 2:12 Magnarelli HEALTH As the region prepares for phase two of reopening, fitness centers think they should be allowed to reopen with restrictions
5/28/2020 ME/WEB 1:27 Abbott ELEX The deadline to register to vote in the state's June 23rd primary is tomorrow
5/28/2020 ME/WEB 1:17 Smith POL&GOV Gov. Cuomo met with President Trump at the White House saying states need federal help, especially with funding for infrastructure
5/28/2020 ME/WEB 4:05 DeWitt POL&GOV State lawmakers returned to session this wee, with plans to vote on bills related to the pandemic

5/29/2020 ME/WEB 2:16 Abbott/Smith REGCOV As region prepared for phase two of reopening to start today, Gov Cuomo said it would not start until experts could look at the data from phase 1
5/29/2020 ME/WEB 1:24 Horning REGCOV The city of Utica is planning to use federal funds to help low-income residents pay their rent

5/30/2020 CC/WEB 28:00 CAMPBELL ELEX Conversation with Dana Balter, one of two democrats running in a June primary for NY-24. The winner faces Rep. John Katko in November



WRVO LOCAL ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST - June 2020

Program Key: Category Key:
ME: Morning Edition (weekdays 5am - 10am) AG: Agriculture ENVIRON: Environment
ATC: All Things Considered (weekdays 4pm - 7pm) ARTS: Arts HEALTH: Health
WESAT: Weekend Edition Saturday (Saturdays 8am - 10am) UPECON: Upstate Economy POL&GOV: Politics & Government
WESUN: Weekend Edition Sunday (Sundays 8am - 11am) ED: Education REGCOV: Regional Coverage
CC: Campbell Conversations (Saturdays 6:30a - 7a / Sundays 6p - 6:30p) ELEX: Elections
Web: On-line post at wrvo.org ENERGY: Energy

Air Date Program Length Reporter Category Description

6/1/2020 ME/WEB 2:17 Magnarelli REGCOV Protests in Syracuse over the killing of George Floyd in Minneapolis grew violent over the weekend
6/1/2020 ME/WEB 2:06 Riecke REGCOV Shop owners in Syracuse assess the damage ofter protests late Saturday/early Sunday grew violent
6/1/2020 ME/WEB 3:53 DeWitt POL/GOV Gov. Cuomo said he was distrubued by videos of police conduct during protests over the weekend in NYC and around the state

6/2/2020 ME/WEB 1:28 Horning POL&GOV House of Representatives approves new PPP Flxibility Act, and is awaiting Senate approval
6/2/2020 ME/WEB :51 Smith/Abbott REGCOV Onondaga Co Exec says dozens of nursing home residents stuck in hospitals because they still test positive for COVID although they're not sick
6/2/2020 ME/WEB 1:33 Smith REGCOV Syracuse and Onondaga County thank the community for peacfeul protests, after Saturday night's violence. No arrests have been made since
6/2/2020 ME/WEB 3:32 DeWitt POL&GOV Gov Cuomo says many protests over last few days have been counterproductive to cause of racial justice; looting & violence won't be tolerated

6/3/2020 ME/WEB 1:43 Abbott POL&GOV Onondaga County lawmakers refuse to pass a tax increase, and the county executive says layoff and program cuts are coming
6/3/2020 ME/WEB 1:09 Magnarelli REGCOV As protests continue in Syracuse, protesters are trying to create change by registering people to vote

6/4/2020 ME/WEB 1:19 Magnarelli REGCOV Syracuse Mayor ben Walsh wants to open some city pools this summer, but it may not be possible due to the pandemic
6/4/2020 ME/WEB 1:28 DeWitt REGCOV Gov. Cuomo says restaurants in regions in Phase Two will be allowed to start outdoor dining
6/4/2020 ME/WEB 1:23 Abbott REGCOV More than 1,100 businesses have reopened since May 15, but sales tax revenue in Onondaga County has plummeted
6/4/2020 ME/WEB 4:01 Riecke REGCOV ACR Health is holding it's annual 5k as a vurtual event this year

6/5/2020 ME/WEB 1:17 DeWitt REGCOV Gov. Cuomo says anyone who has been involved with a protest should get tested for COVID-19
6/5/2020 ME/WEB 1:23 Horning REGCOV The board that manages water levels in lake Ontario is reducing outflows because they say levels aren't as bad as last year
6/5/2020 ME/WEB 1:27 Abbott REGCOV Police brutality protests are forcing action on police reform legislation in Albany
6/5/2020 ME/WEB 3:57 DeWitt POL&GOV There is a lot of uncertainty for school budget votes this year since they will all be done by mail-in voting

6/6/2020 CC/WEB 28:00 CAMPBELL ELEX Conversation with Angi Renna, a Republican looking to win the 50th District state Senate seat in CNY

6/8/2020 ME/WEB 2:08 Horning REGCOV Gov. Cuomo said that houses of worship can reopen at 25% capacity, but many churches are still hesitant to hold in person services
6/8/2020 ME/WEB 2:01 Magnarelli REGCOV Gov. Cuomo says outdoor graduations with up to 150 people can be held, but many say that's not enough

6/9/2020 ME/WEB 1:33 Magnarelli REGCOV Syracuse Common Councilors condem police over violent actions during protests
6/9/2020 ME/WEB 1:24 Abbott REGCOV Upstate University Hospital is resuming its tick identification program to track the spread of Lyme Disease
6/9/2020 ME/WEB 4:07 DeWitt POL&GOV State lawmakers met in session in Albany to begin work on a series of bills aimed at reforming police

6/10/2020 ME/WEB 1:31 Smith POL&GOV A tweet from President Trump about an elderly protester in Buffalo drew widespread condemnation
6/10/2020 ME/WEB 1:26 Abbott REGCOV Nonprofit organizations, like other businesses, are struggling during the pandemic
6/10/2020 ME/WEB :56 Abbott REGCOV Onondaga County executive Ryan McMahon says the CNY region is ready for phase three
6/10/2020 ME/WEB 3:49 DeWitt POL&GOV State lawmakers approved the repeal of a measure that's been used to shield police disciplinary records from the public

6/11/2020 ME/WEB 1:26 Magnarelli REGCOV Activist groups are calling for the demilitarization of police
6/11/2020 ME/WEB 1:21 Horning REGCOV Oneida Nation's casinos have reopened after being shutdown for the last three months
6/11/2020 ME/WEB 1:10 Abbott REGCOV Onondaga County Exec says the regional control room calls with state officials are working better now than they were



6/11/2020 ME/WEB 3:25 DeWitt POL&GOV State legislature wrapped up passage of a package of bills on police reform

6/12/2020 ME/WEB 1:36 Smith REGCOV Five regions of the state in Phase Two of reopening for the last two weeks are set to enter phase three today
6/12/2020 ME/WEB 1:28 Abbott REGCOV A pilot hospital visitation program at St. Joseph's Hospital has been successful so far
6/12/2020 ME/WEB 4:09 DeWitt POL&GOV There's a growing movement to defund police after police brutality protests nationwide

6/13/2020 CC/WEB 28:00 CAMPBELL ELEX Conversation with State Senate candidate Sam Stein, who is running against Democrat Rachel May

6/15/2020 ME/WEB 2:11 Magnarelli REGCOV A proposed lead ordinance in the city of Syracuse would make the precense of lead paint chipping a code violation for rental properties
6/15/2020 ME/WEB 1:25 Smith POL&GOV Gov. Cuomo says businesses are doing well, but was critical of businesses that are flouting lawd about wearing masks and social distancing
6/15/2020 ME/WEB 1:16 Abbott REGCOV Syracuse Mayor Ben Walsh says the city will meet the governor's deadline of April 1 to reimagine police departments

6/16/2020 ME/WEB 1:21 Horning HEALTH A drug trial in Syracuse looks at the spread of COVID-19 in nursing homes
6/16/2020 ME/WEB 1:15 Magnarelli REGCOV Syracuse officials say last winter's deer cull was a success, and plan to do it again this year

6/17/2020 ME/WEB 2:12 Magnarelli ELEX Turnout for this month's primary in New York could break records, with 60-80% of ballots being mailed in
6/17/2020 ME/WEB 1:35 Abbott REGCOV Malls in New York are still closed from the pandemic, but elected officials want malls openned now
6/17/2020 ME/WEB 4:12 DeWitt POL&GOV State lawmakers propose a bill that would help protect the privacy of New Yorkers who give personal info to COVID contact tracers

6/18/2020 ME/WEB 1:26 Horning REGCOV Oswego is proposing a change to how the city handles properties that are a source of dsruption in residential neighborhoods
6/18/2020 ME/WEB 1:03 DeWitt POL&GOV Gov. Cuomo says Juneteenth will be a holiday for state employees

6/19/2020 ME/WEB 2:10 Abbott ELEX Preview of a primary between Democrats Dana Balter and Francis Conole to determine who will face Rep. John Katko in November
6/19/2020 ME/WEB 2:12 Magnarelli REGCOV School budget votes this year saw 3-8 times the normal turnout this year than last year, bcause all votes were mailed in this year
6/19/2020 ME/WEB 3:35 WAMC ED State education leaders are holding meetings to figure out how to safely reopen schools this fall
6/19/2020 ME/WEB 4:17 DeWitt POL&GOV After 111 consecutive daily briefings, Gov. Cuomo holds his late daily briefing today

6/20/2020 CC/WEB 28:00 CAMPBELL ELEX Conversation with John Mannion, a democrat who is running for the state senate's 50th district seat against Republican Angi Renna

6/22/2020 ME/WEB 1:30 Magnarelli REGCOV Syracuse police have recived more than 700 calls about fireworks. Officials say it's a nationwide issue and they are looking into it.
6/22/2020 ME/WEB 1:10 Abbott REGCOV The CNY Community Foundation is pledging $1 million to help Black-owned businesses in CNY

6/23/2020 ME/WEB 1:31 Magnarelli REGCOV Syracuse Mayor Ben Walsh issued his first executive order, which includes 16 reform measures to the city police department
6/23/2020 ME/WEB :51 Abbott REGCOV CNY and four other regions are expected to move into phase four of reopening later this week
6/23/2020 ME/WEB 7:40 Abbott REGCOV A look at systemic racism in CNY and what people of color say should be done about it
6/23/2020 ME/WEB 3:04 DeWitt POL&GOV City governments are starting their new fiscal years July 1, and the effects of the pandemic have left many with big budget deficits

6/24/2020 ME/WEB 1:22 Smith/Magnarelli ELEX After Tuesday's Primary, Dana Balter has a big lead over Francis Conole in the race for the Dem nomination in the 24th CD
6/24/2020 ME/WEB :56 Abbott ELEX Turnout in this year's primary is expected to be a record, despite the pandemic. Officials say it's because more people are voting by mail

6/25/2020 ME/WEB 1:36 Magnarelli REGCOV Five regions in the state are cleared to begin phase four on Friday, but it will not include malls, gyms or movie theaters
6/25/2020 ME/WEB 1:09 Abbott HEALTH Upstate Medical University is conducting a study to see how COVID-19 spreads among families
6/25/2020 ME/WEB 3:38 DeWitt HEALTH Gov. Andrew Cuomo says he is considering asking people from states with high rates of coronavirus infection to quarantine for 14 days

6/26/2020 ME/WEB :34 Smith ELEX Francis Conole concedes race to Dana Balter in the race for the Democratic nomination for the 24th Congressional District
6/26/2020 ME/WEB 2:15 Magnarelli REGCOV Protesters call for the Columbus statue in downtown Syracuse to be torn down
6/26/2020 ME/WEB 1:33 Abbott HEALTH Onondaga Community College will open to students in the fall, and have a mix of in-person and remote classes
6/26/2020 ME/WEB 3:16 DeWitt POL&GOV Big cities across the state are expected to see 20% cuts in state aid because of the pandemic

6/27/2020 CC/WEB 28:00 CAMPBELL ARTS Conversation with author Nick Sarantakes about the history of athletes visiting the White House

6/29/2020 ME/WEB 1:25 Abbott REGCOV Protesters call for the city of Syracuse to remove the statue of Columbus within two days, mayor says it won't be that quick



6/29/2020 ME/WEB 1:16 Abbott REGCOV Onondaga County Executive signs executive order mandating businesses to give the county a list of employees if one tests positive for covid-19
6/29/2020 ME/WEB 1:14 Abbott REGCOV Syracuse Mayor Ben Walsh says the city will open two of its pools, but is trying to raise money to open two others

6/30/2020 ME/WEB 1:28 Abbott REGCOV Onondaga County got a much larger sales tax payment for May than it was expecting, but the county is still facing a huge deficit
6/30/2020 ME/WEB 1:26 Horning REGCOV Gov. Cuomo says malls could reopen, but only after they upgrade their air filtration systems
6/30/2020 ME/WEB :57 Abbott POL&GOV Rep. Anthony Brindisi pushing for more money for Rome Lab in the NDAA
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